Integrating Food & Environmental Security Into
Business Operations
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A Supply Chain Perspective
Climate change significantly impacts our business / the fresh produce supply chain as a whole.
We operate in an interconnected Global market
Priorities of Consumers, Customers and Government change across the Sustainability Framework
How & Why The Realities Of Climate Change Impact Our Business
● Direct physical impacts including extreme weather events (e.g. damage to fruit / orchards)

● Changes in the physical environment (e.g. changing seasonality, harvest times, pollination, land
suitability).
● Changes in operating costs (e.g. energy, water, pesticides/fertilisers)
● Policy impacts on the sector (e.g. the price of carbon, transport costs, changing compliance costs,
disclosure requirements, pesticide or fertiliser restrictions)
● Changes in demand (consumer shifts towards local produce)

The Key Implication For Farmers
1. Modern farms across our global supply chains are highly specialised and optimised for specific conditions.
2. They are therefore inherently vulnerable to increasing uncertainties and threats from climate change, biodiversity loss,
water scarcity, extreme weather.
3. It is our need to understand these supply chain risks in order to proactively respond to them that provides the lens
into how our own production and sourcing strategy continuously aligns with the most economically and sustainably
viable production countries, regions and grower partners.

4. Our customers seek greater understanding around their own sourcing strategies are built on robust risk awareness and
management.
5. It’s complex as different farmers in different context will experience risks / disruptions and develop solutions in
different ways - we have learned that no one size fits all.

6. Our farmers are the single most important agent in building increased supply chain resilience.
7. Consumer awareness, market access requirements and regulation changes compound these pressures by placing
increased demands on the supply chain, especially on farmers who are increasingly asked to demonstrate their shift in
behaviour and practices towards those that reduce negative environmental impacts, mitigate risk, strengthen and
increase the sustainability of their business.

The
Sustainability Framework

OUR STORY
• Materiality Assessment Conducted In
2018 & Refreshed in 2021.
• 3 Sustainability Pillars.
• 8 Focus Areas.
• Pillars & Focus Areas - Defined
Targets & Commitments.
• Framework Governance: 1 Chair, 3
Pillar Leads, 8 Focus Area Leads From
Internal Departments.
• Critical Path For All Focus Areas.

• Monthly Pillar Team Meetings.
• Cross Pillar Meetings Every 8 Weeks.
• Quarterly Sustainability Reporting.
• Exec Team Q&A Each Quarter.

• Practical Communication On
Sustainability Projects, Targets And
Milestones.
• Exchange On Challenges & Learnings.
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Our Story So Far: Water Vulnerability
• In 2018 this was very high on our Materiality Assessment
• Courtauld Water Ambition Project, we are a signatory of this collaborative supply chain initiative
supporting international growers supplying the UK market.
• Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF), Since 2019 we have supported their Water Stewardship Project
in South Africa.
• WFL Global Supply Chain Assessment, After an assessment of all WFL catchments we designed our
bespoke Water Stewardship Framework to enable us initiate impactful Water Stewardship activities
across priority water catchments used by our global grower base.
• Our Own Stewardship Framework, we took the decision to develop a bespoke & extensive set of
surveys (Grower, Water User Association, Irrigation Boards) with other support initiatives allowing us
to engage our growers on their water stewardship journey.
• Profiling The Best Practice That Is happening on the farm: Case Studies are hugely important and
valuable – they tell the growers own story and we have produced 12 Water Stewardship grower case
studies in 2021. We intend publishing a further seven grower case studies next year
• Beyond South Africa: In 2022 deployed framework into our Spanish Stone Fruit & Avo Supply Base.
• The Need For Desk Top Research: high level desk top review underway of Chilean and Peruvian
production regions – we need unbiased perspective on current and future water vulnerability before
we rolling out our framework across our South American suppliers.
• FPC Sustainability Excellence – Climate Award Winner .

Our Story: Water Stewardship Case Studies

We have captured best practice and profiled the resilience and risk mitigation initiatives that our Growers have implemented.

SBTi is the world’s first standard methodology that
covers land-related emissions and removals

Science based
climate targets for us
are now a standard
part of doing
business

Corporate Carbon
Footprint (CCF) the data
+ calculation informs
SBT setting, monitoring
and reporting

Optimising data
collation process is
critical for Scope 1+2
& for Scope 3

Defining reduction
pathways: scope 1+2
and scope 3
abatement cost curves
will be needed too

Business Carbon offsetting: development of
climate protection
projects across supply
chains

Carbon In-setting:
profile the activities
taking place across our
grower base – grower
engagement + research

The need for strong
internal governance &
Management: to
ensure, SBTs will be
met

Development of
reduction targets for
key product
categories: for us avocado, apple, pear,
stone fruit.

Calculate product
carbon footprint
(PCF’s) for key
categories, countries
and regions.

Develop Reduction
Plans: First insights
for reduction plans
are provided by
PCFs

Global Supplier Survey:
ahead of PCF work to
determine which chains
have already measured
emissions, what
protocols used

A raft of
management
considerations: to
meet product
specific reduction
targets

Setting adaptation
goals: complete
scenario analysis for
the material risks
identifies via climate
risk assessment

An early step is to identify risks / opportunities
across our global footprint: critical piece of work
to shape decisions and strategies (where and
how we grow, energy, transport etc), ensure we
comply with climate risk disclosure legislation.

Carbon off-setting
Strategy: can we
decouple from
official carbon
market?
Focus on obtaining
robust baseline data,
identify areas we can
influence and prioritise
areas with greatest
impact.

We calculate our Scope 1,2 &
some Scope 3 category
emissions. The screening of
missing Scope 3 categories
today is conducted via Toitu our
chosen SBTi Consultancy

Factory Carbon Management.
• Our Spalding HQ Site has been 100% renewable electricity certified
since 2019 in line with RE100 Standard - achieved via renewable
electricity guarantees of origin (REGOs), i.e. certificates.
• Scope 1 & 2 Target: Net zero carbon across operations (scope 1&2) by
2035 (Customers A & B)
• Scope 1, 2, 3 Target: Carbon Net Zero In Advance Of 2040. (Customer C)
• Customer D Value Chain Net Zero Target no later than 2050.
• WFL We-Sustain System & Inspired Energy Carbon Action Program
together report our progress against our net zero targets, milestones,
activities.
• We also work with Manufacture 2030 and use their dashboards to
report emission reduction against our emission reduction plans.
• 2022 Site PV Installation Complete & further green energy projects
under review.

Worldwide Fruit put people at the
core of our business supplychains
and community
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In House Supply Chain Ethical Risk Management Process – Going Through Review Process.
Modern Slavery - training material developed in house – Policy Going Through Review Process.
Worker Representation - material developed for supply chain cascading.
Global country risk MATRIX, analyzing all our current sourcing countries with Supplier Level Risk
Triggers / Justification Being Incorporated
Risk Based Supplier Ethical Assessment Engagement / Travel Program For 2023.
Ongoing relationship with Greater Lincolnshire Careers hub and building partnerships with schools.
Promoting management principles throughout the business with illustration of good behaviours.
Using 'pulse' surveys for insight.
Developing a Communication and Engagement strategy for 2023, to include health and wellbeing.
Through development and roll out of a competency matrix, deliver training needs for managers
across the business throughout 2023.
Helping people in our supply chain and communities to thrive and improve for better lives, through
food re-distribution schemes, the JAZZ Foundation and long-term sustainable education and school
partnerships.
Fruit Boxes for Ukraine through Harken Recycling.
Developing an annual calendar plan to embrace/celebrate World & National Day Events to
become part of our Spalding and Kent sites.
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Plastic use was identified as a priority in 2018
Leading with blue sky innovation to - remove plastic, reduce weight, drive circularity
Reducing packaging across our end-to-end supply chain in line with our reusable, recyclable &
compostable targets.
YTD: Reduction of Plastic: 14.30t
Reduction of Non-Plastic: +49.21t
Improved Recyclability: 15.13t
Grower Collaboration: greater Class 1 saleable yield / ha across our growing systems & practices
whilst increasing consistency and continuity of our quality offer – aim: world class standards.
Key focus areas: Crop Protection, Food Waste Reduction / Shelf- Life Extension Innovation,
Pollinators & Beneficials, Soils, Waste Removal & Sustainability Assessment / Our Sherpa Global
Roll Out Program
Wildlife app launched for use with growers and WFL team
Farm level sustainability assessments / supplier scorecard now formally linked
YTD we have redistributed 154.76 tons of fruit / 402.886 meals to TBBT.
Our grower Chandler & Dunn is channeling greater volumes of downgraded fruit into TBBT.
More of our growers in Kent are supporting redistribution - Jazz, Gala and Braeburn targeted
this year.
South Holland District Council meeting to introduce TBBT for redistribution.
We also plan to review our food redistribution policy before year end.

Supply Chain Environmental Sustainability Scorecard
Sustainability Assessment Is Transitioning To Become A Supplier Approval Terms & Condition Requirement.
We ask all our supply chains each season the following:

1. A Strategic Risk Assessment – Has it been done? is it being done? Does it consider the “whole system”? Is the scope
& approach credible?
2. Context specific CI Plan - is a plan developed and being implemented? Are defined actions being closed-out? Is it
delivering improvement?
3. Relevant KPI’s – are these being calculated and monitored? Are the KPI’s selected credible? Are measured
improvements being achieved?
4. Transparency – to what degree is output shared with us?

Environmental Supply Chain Scorecard – An Example

Supplier Scorecard

Objective
• : To Measure and analyse supplier performance and drive
continuous improvement across each of our supply chains.
• Improve the performance and capability of our suppliers.
• Develop meaningful strategic relationships with our suppliers.
• Ensure we are working with the best / the sustainable.
• Shape our sourcing strategy to ensure it is fit for the future
and aligned to the best.
Monthly Supply chain
performance cross
departmental reviews

Cross functional scorecard review
meetings to challenge / agree
scores. Provide scoring context
along with agreeing continuous
improvement requirements for
next season

•
•
•
•
•
•

Monthly Supplier Right First
Time performance
dashboards shared with
suppliers.

Customer engagement
on end of season review
process / individual
supplier performance
and intended sourcing
decisions

End Of Season ssupplier
score cards created

Scorecard results and peer
positioning shared with supplier
Supplier Meetings / discuss
performance & agree
continuous improvement plans
for next season

Supplier performance monitoring & measuring is undertaken across the season against prescriptive criteria.
7 years of supplier scorecard evolution food safety / technical compliance, ethical compliance, product quality, environmental
sustainability and commercial competitiveness.
Our scorecard process underpinned by internal monthly cross departmental supply chain meetings (commodity specific) .
Supplier performance dashboards commence from the start of the season & shared on an ongoing basis across season.
Scorecard output is the culmination of seasonal activity, surveillance, engagement & reviews.
Supplier Feedback is extremely positive due to the engagement that our supplier development process creates.

Our Mission
The WFL Supplier Management & Development Framework
We must be aligned to the plans of our Customers
Our aim is to work in transparent and aligned strategic partnerships with the very best farms to
deliver great tasting fruit
To work with suppliers who we know produce their raw materials ethically, responsibly and
sustainably.
To have solid foundations that enable us to react to changing issues
2023 Is About Sharing Our Climate Action Plans With Both Our Customers & Supply Chains To
Debate & Discuss Strategy, Expectation & Alignment

